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Abstract: Permanent-Magnet Synchronous Generators (PMSGs) exhibit high efficiency
and power density, and have already been employed in gearless wind turbines. In the
gearless wind turbines, due to the removal of the gearbox, the cogging torque is an
important issue. Therefore, in this paper, at first, design of a Permanent-Magnet
Synchronous Generator for a 2MW gearless horizontal-axis wind turbine, according to
torque-speed and capability curves, is presented. For estimation of cogging torque in
PMSGs, an analytical method is used. Performance and accuracy of this method is
compared with the results of Finite Element Method (FEM). Considering the effect of
dominant design parameters, cogging torque is efficiently reduced.
Keywords: Cogging Torque, Magnetic
Synchronous Generator, Power Coefficient.

1 Introduction1
Energy crisis and environmental pollution caused by
fossil fuel, have led many countries to make effective
use of wind energy for electric power generation. The
horizontal-axis wind turbines-due to great heights from
the ground level-are good variants to generate electricity
at high power levels [1].
Generators used in wind turbines are divided into two
types of constant-speed and variable-speed. Until the late
1990s, most wind turbines were built for constant-speed
applications. The power level in these generators is
below 1.5 MW and a multi-stage gearbox-to maintain a
constant speed-is often used. Nowadays most wind
turbine manufacturers are building variable-speed wind
turbines for power levels from approximately 1.5 to 5
MW [2]. Recently, PMSGs, due to high-efficiency and
power density, have been greatly considered to produce
electric power at different levels [3].
In wind turbines, in order to increase rotational speed
of the shaft, gearboxes are used. But due to mechanical,
repairing and noise problems, they are now removed and
so called direct-drive generators are announced [4]. In
this case, in order to compensate the lack of high
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rotational speed of the rotor, by removing the
gearbox, the number of poles in generator should be
increased.
One of the disadvantages of the direct-driven
generators is the cogging torque that is the main part of
the torque pulsations. The cogging torque is the
interaction between the Permanent-Magnets (PMs) and
the stator slots [5]. Due to the direct connection of the
wind turbine and generator shaft, torque pulsation has an
important concern and has direct impact on the efficient
use of the wind power. Therefore less torque ripple,
developed by the system, reduces the mechanical stress
and lowers the maintenance cost. The cogging torque
calculation is discussed in many technical papers. In [6],
neglecting the motor’s curvature, an analytical method is
used for this purpose. In [7-8] an analytical method is
used to optimize small motors; however, it has not a
suitable prediction in large machines. Five different
methods for calculating the cogging torque is comprised
in [9].
In this paper, according to the speed-torque and
capability curves, the area of operations to generate
constant power for the generator is selected. The
generator design is done in this interval, then, using an
analytical method, the generator cogging torque is
predicted and the results are compared with FEM. With
considering the effect of design parameters, cogging
torque is reduced considerably.
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The torque transmissionn equation in
n a turbine-gen
nerator system
m is consideredd as follows [1
10]:

d
(3)
(ωm ) + Dωm
dt
In which TL is
i the generatoor torque; J iss the inertia off
thee shaft of turbbine, generatoor and the blades; and D iss
thee equivalent daamping factorr.
Generator design should take place based
b
on thee
maaximum poweer output of tthe turbine in
n steady-statee
opeeration. In thiis case, the vaariation of speeed should bee
con
nsidered zero.
a
the eqquilibrium in the
t system forr
In order to achieve
thee steady-state operation, thhe variations of
o generator’ss
torrque to speed should be greeater than thee variations off
turrbine’s torquee with respecct to the speeed. In otherr
wo
ords, the stability of wholee wind energ
gy conversionn
sysstem (WECS) is satisfied whhenever:
T = TL + J

Fig. 1 Capabillity curve.

urbine
2 Wind Tu
In wind turbine, pow
wer coefficientt and Tip Sppeed
Ratio (TSR) are two relevvant definitionns which descrribe
the behavior of the wind turbine.
t
The power
p
coefficient
(Cp), is definned as power output
o
from thhe wind turbine to
power contaained in the wind
w
and TS
SR is definedd as
follows [10]:

λ=

ωR

(1)

V∞

where R is thhe turbine raddius, ω is rotaational speed and
V∞ is wind sppeed.
The graphh of the powerr coefficient against
a
the TSR
R is
a very impoortant measurre in characteerizing the wind
w
energy conveersion. Fig. 1 illustrates
i
the capability currves
of the turbinee for different β.
β is the pitch
p
angle whhich is a meaasure between the
chord axis annd the rotor plaane.
The windd power is traansmitted throough the shafft to
the generatoor and is connverted into electrical pow
wer.
Mechanical torque
t
transm
mitted by the shaft
s
of the wind
w
turbine is exppressed as [11]:
1
R5
T = CPπ 3 ω2
2
λ

(

dT
d L
dT
−
)>0
dωm dωm

(4))

wh
here TL is thee generator’s torque; T is the turbine’ss
torrque; and ωm iss the mechanical rotational speed.
As it is undeerstandable froom the above equations, thee
pow
wer transmisssion can occuur in an area of the torquee
currves that the slope of the turbine’s torrque curve iss
neg
gative and thee generator’s ttorque curve is
i positive. Inn
Fig
g. 2 the torquue curves of generator an
nd turbine aree
illu
ustrated.
As can be seeen from Fig. 2, the operattional area forr
thee transmissionn of power from the tu
urbine to thee
gen
nerator is in the speeds higher than the speed off
maaximum torquee.

3 Design of th
he Electrical G
Generator
The low-carrbon steel andd silicon-steeel laminationss
aree used in the rotor and staator of PMSG
Gs. The statorr
slo
ots have semi-cclosed shapes.

(2)

The mainn specificationns of 2 MW wind turbine are
showed in Taable 1. Accordding to Table 1 and Eq. (2), the
Turbine’s torrque can be caalculated.

Table 1 The main
m characterisstics of the windd turbine.
Parameters

V
Value

Ratedd Power (kW)

2
2050

Rotorr Diameter (m)

92.5

C
Cut-in
(m/s)

3

Cuut-out (m/s)

25

Rotatioonal Speed (rpm
m)

[7.8-233]+/-12.5%

Fig
g 2. The turbinne and generatoor’s torque verssus rotor speedd
currves.
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The magnets are providing the air-gap flux density to
generate power and are mounted on the exterior surface
of the rotor. Among the two rare-earth permanentmagnets (NdFeB, SmCo), the NdFeB is preferred; for it
is cheaper and is already more available [12]. The
primary parameters that affect a PM machine’s
dimensions are the air-gap length and the magnet height.
In [13], based on analytical and practical process,
different methods for estimating the proper air-gap
length are presented. These two parameters play a major
role in determining the air-gap magnetic field, the airgap flux density and the induced voltage in the machine.
3.1 Airgap Flux Density
Airgap flux density is determined according to
saturation level of the stator. If the air-gap flux density is
high enough to saturate the stator’s core material, it will
reduce the machine’s performance. Therefore a balance
must be established between magnetic circuit saturation
and power absorption capability. For the considered
generators, the flux density in the airgap considered as
0.8 T. The fundamental component of the airgap flux
density distribution is determined according to [14]:
B1 peak

π ⎞
⎛
4 sin ⎜ α pm ⎟
2⎠
⎝
Bmax
=

(5)

value for the flux density, the height of the stator and
rotor yokes can be calculated as follows:
φlm
(8)
hyr =
m
2k (l −n b )B
Fe

hys =

v v

yr

φlm

m
2kFe (l − nvbv )B
ys

In which

(9)

φm is magnetic flux, Βyr is rotor yoke flux

density, Βys is stator yoke flux density, bν is width of the
ventilation ducts, nν is number of the ventilation ducts
and kfe is the space factor for lamination.
3.4 Equivalent Magnetic Voltage
Pass of magnetic flux into different parts of machine
causes an equivalent magnetic voltage drop to be
created, that is called magnetic voltage. The magnetic
voltage in different parts of the machine depends on the
magnetic resistance (reluctance) of that part. The main
relation of the magnetic voltage in magnetic circuits is as
follows:

U m = v∫ Hdl

(10)

l

π
where αpm is the pole-arc to pole-pitch ratio and Bmax is
the maximum air-gap flux density.

where H is the magnetic field and l is the path’s length.
The airgap has the highest magnetic voltage drop in
the machine due to high magnetic resistance in the
region. This can be defined as follows:

3.2 Main Dimensions of the Generator
The first step to obtain the dimensions of the
permanent-magnet surface-mounted generator is to
choose appropriate tangential stress (σFtan). The
tangential stress is a factor that produces torque in these
machines. The tangential stress depends on linear current
density and flux density. The torque equation is
expressed as [14]:

U mδ e =

Dr2 /
(6)
l
2
The diameter-to-length ratio in the generator is
described as:
T = σ F tanπ

Dr
=χ
l/

(7)

where Dr is the rotor diameter and l / is the rotor
equivalent length.
3.3 Stator and Rotor Yokes
Stator and rotor yokes provide a path for the flux to
be circulated in the machine. The height of the stator and
rotor yokes depends on the saturation level of the core.
The efficiency of the machine can be deteriorated by
choosing the yoke very small, on the other hand, the
yoke cannot be selected over a specific size due to the
machine’s oversize. By selecting the maximum valid
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B m ax

μ0

.δ e

(11)

where μ0 is the permeability of air and δe is the effective
air-gap.
The product of the magnetic field strength of the
stator teeth and its height results in teeth’s magnetic
voltage, which is defined as:
(12)
U md = H d .hd
Because of the nonlinearity between magnetic flux
density and magnetic field strength, it results in
nonlinear magnetic voltage in stator and rotor yoke, as
for a coefficient c is used to determine the influence of
the maximum flux density in the yoke. The magnetic
voltages are as follows:
n =c H
nτ
(13)
U
mys

s

ys ys

n =c H
nτ
U
myr
r
yr yr

(14)

m is the field strengths corresponding to
In which H
y

the highest flux density and τy is the length of the polepitch in the middle of the yoke.
3.5 Magnets Dimensions
The produced magnetic voltage in all parts of the
machine is resulted from the flux of the magnets. In
other words it is the magnet’s flux that produces the
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magnetic voltage. An approximation to calculate this
parameter is as:
(15)
n=H h
U
mtot

c PM

With the expansion of the above relations,
permanent-magnet height is calculated as follows:
Umys π cr Hy max r .(Dr − hyr )
hPM =

Umδ e +Umds +

+

4p
π cr Hy max r
Hc
Hc − .BPM +
Br
2p
2

(16)

3.6 Winding Factor
Generator’s windings are distributed on the statorinner surface to produce a sinusoidal voltage. Thus, the
flux, penetrating the winding, does not intersect all
windings simultaneously, and there is a certain time
difference in the flux passing through the windings. This
phenomenon in the induced voltage is defined by a
coefficient which is called distribution factor. The
Electromotive Force (EMF) in the machine depends on
the number of winding turns in addition to the winding
factor that is dependent to each harmonic and air-gap
flux. The EMF is defined as:
(17)
E pm ( n ) = ω sφn k wn N

where ωs is the synchronous rotational speed;

φn is the

magnetic flux; kwn is the winding factor; and N is the
number of turns per path.
The winding factor consists of distribution factor,
pitch factor and skewing factor. The relation of the
winding factor is defined as follows [15]:
2 sin( n.
K w (n) =

π

s π
nπ
) sin[ v.( sq )]
τp 2
2
2.m
S sq π
p
)
q sin( n.π . ).n (
τp 2
Q

3.7 Magnetizing Inductances
Due to similar values of permeability for air and
permanent-magnet, the d- and q-axis inductances in
PMSG have approximately the same values. The
magnetizing inductance for an m-phase PMSM with
distributed winding is defined as:
m 2
1 4 τp
(19)
(kw (1) N )2
Lmd = Lmq = . μ0l /
2 π
2. p π δef

The d- and q-axis inductances are obtained from the
leakage and magnetizing inductances. The leakage
inductances in the electrical machines include the air-gap
leakage inductance, slot leakage inductance, tooth tip
leakage inductance, and end-winding leakage inductance
[14].
3.8 The Losses of the Generator
The losses in PMSM can be divided into several
categories which are: stator Joules losses, mechanical
losses, stray losses and iron losses. The iron losses are
approximately proportional to the square of the yoke flux
density and mass of the yoke. In addition, iron loss
depends on the electrical frequency of the generator. The
maximum frequency is proportional to the rotational
speed so that increasing the rotational speed, causes the
iron loss to be increased. An approximation to calculate
the iron losses is as:
2

3

⎛ B ys or yr ⎞
⎛ f ⎞2
(20)
PFeys or Feyr = k Fey P15 ⎜
⎟ m ys or yr ⎜ ⎟
1.5
50
⎝ ⎠
⎝
⎠
where f is the frequency, kFey is the correction factor, my
is the mass of yokes, By is the yoke magnetic flux density
and P15 is the loss correction factor.

wτ p ) sin(

(18)

where m, is the number of phases; wτp is a constant
coefficient equal to 0.83; Ssq, is the pitch of pole-pair; q,
is the number of slots per pole per phase; and, τp, is the
pole-pitch.
The values of the winding factor harmonics for this
generator are illustrated in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 Winding factor harmonics for q=1.6.

3.9 The Torque-Load Angle Representation
The graph of the torque against the load angle is very
important in characterizing the electrical machine.
Whenever the inductances and electromotive forces are
known, the torque relation with respect to load angle can
be predicted. The torque equation against the load angle
in the PMSMs is expressed as [16]:
⎤
m. p ⎡ E .U
(21)
Te = 2 ⎢ pm
sin δ ⎥
ωs ⎣ Lmd + Lsσ
⎦
where Lsσ is the total leakage inductance and δ is the load
angle.
Due to expected Ld=Lq, the maximum torque is
achieved with load angle equal to 90° . Fig. 4 shows the
torque curve plotted for this designed generator for a
288-slot- and 60-pole combination.
In Fig. 4 the dashed line is achieved from Eq. (21)
results, and the continuous curve is obtained from the
FEM results. In Eq. (21) the d- and q-axis inductances
are considered the same, but in the FEM, these values
are closer to their actual values, thus there are a bit
different with comparison to the values obtained from
Eq. (21). Due to this, a slight difference can be seen in
the curves.
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exiistence of thhe stator currrents). Fig. 5 shows thee
gen
nerator prototyype topology and magnetic equipotentiall
lines at the full--load conditioon. As can bee seen in thiss
uation, the maaximum magnnetic flux den
nsity occurs inn
situ
thee stator teeth. The phase-too-ground waveeforms of thee
EM
MF voltages of
o the designeed generator are shown inn
Fig
g. 6.
t
of the generator fo
or a period off
The output torque
con
nstant wind speed
s
in its opptimum valuee is shown inn
Fig
g. 7. The elecctromagnetic ttorque in a PM
MSM consistss
of three parts. The
T main parrt is the interractive torquee
bettween the fielld of the maggnets and thatt of the statorr
win
ndings. The other
o
parts arre ripple and
d the coggingg
torrques. The reeluctance torqque is develloped by thee
salliency of thhe rotor andd the air-gaap reluctancee
varriations.
MSG is deveeloped by thee
The coggingg torque in PM
interaction betw
ween the maagnetic field of the rotorr
maagnets and thhe stator slotss. The torquee pulsation iss
deffined as the suum of the ripplle and the cog
gging torque.

Fig. 4 Electriccal torque versuss load angle.

Table 2 Electrrical characterisstics of the geneerator.
Name
Quadraturee axis voltage (V
V)

Param
meter
r
qss

v

Value
548.5

Direct axiss voltage (V)

vdsrs

357.3

Direct axiss current (A)

I dss

1465.322

Quadraturee axis current (A
A)

I qss

1225.211

Line voltagge (V)

VLLL

660

Ld = Lq

0.712

N

22

Synchronous inductance (mH)
(
Rotor speed (rpm)

Table 3 Dimeensional charactteristics of the designed
d
generaator.
Name
Parameter
Number of pooles
2.p
Q
Number of slots
The outer diaameter of the staator
Dse
(mm)
The outer diaameter of the rottor (mm)
Dr
Effective lenggth (mm)
l/
Stator and rottor yoke height (mm)
h
yr

Magnet thickkness (mm)
Air-gap lengtth (mm)

hPM

g

Valu
ue
60
2888
38900
34700
12933
7300
25
6

4 FEM An
nalysis
The 2 MW PMSG
G was desiggned and main
m
characteristiccs and importaant dimensions are presentedd in
Tables 2 and 3.
The finitee element meethod was useed to analysis the
preliminary design in order to investigate the
performance of the generaator. The softw
ware uses virttual
t
By tim
mework methodd for calculaation of the torque.
stepping finitte element sim
mulation, torquue is computed at
no-load (coogging torquee) and full--load (with the
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Fig
g. 5 Magnetic flux lines in full--load condition.

Fig
g. 6 Generator EMF
E
phase voltaages.
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wh
here b0 is the slot opening, μr is the maagnet relativee
reccoil permeability and Cφ is cconsidered as [9]:

Cφ =

R2 − g − hpm
p /2

(24)

R2 − g / 2

The values for
fo Ba and Ga are as follows [9]:
nNL
nNL

GanNL = Q / π
BanNL =

2p

π

b0 / 2

∫

G 2 (θ ) cos(nN
N Lθ )

(25))

B 2 (θ ) cos( nN
N Lθ ) dθ

(26))

− b0 / 2

π /Np

∫
0

The airgap flux
f
density iin an equivallent slots-lesss
maachine and is defined
d
as follows [9]:

Fig. 7 Shaft toorque variations versus time.

iN

5 Cogging Torque
In wind turbines reduucing the torqque pulsationss in
generator, results in an optimized usagee of wind enerrgy.
t generator will
w
In other wordds less torque pulsation in the
result in redducing the mechanical
m
sttress and higgher
efficiency off the system. The cogging torque is onee of
the inherent characteristics
c
s of PMSGs. In order to bennefit
more from wind
w
energy, it
i is necessaryy to decrease this
torque compponent as muuch as possibble. The coggging
torque is creaated due to thee variations in the energy inn the
air-gap whenn a magnet passses through thhe slot openinggs.
In this seection an analyytical methodd that is basedd on
energy convversion in air--gap is used to calculate the
cogging torqque. This methhod is accuratte enough andd is
based on eneergy conversioon method [9]]. In this methhod,
the followingg assumptions are considereed:
• Negleecting the enerrgy variations in the core.
• Consiidering the leaakage flux in stator
s
slots.
• Consiidering the intter-pole magnnet leakage in PM
model.
• Consiidering the curvature inn PM and slot
models.
t
air-gap field
f
By calcuulating the deerivative of the
energy withh respect to the rotationaal angle of the
magnets, the cogging torquue is obtained as follows:
Tcog (a) =

∂W aiirgap
∂a

=

∂ ⎡1
⎢
∂a ⎣ μ0

∫

v

⎤
G 2 (θ )B 2 (θ , a)dV ⎥
μ0
⎦
1

+1

⎛ Rm ⎞ 2
⎜
⎟
∞
R
4 pB
iπa
ip
B (θ ) = ∑
sin(
) coos( θ ) ⎝ s ⎠
×
ip
2
2
i =1,3,5 μ r
( ) −1
2
(27)
ip
+1
ip
⎧
⎫
2
⎛
⎞
⎞
⎛
R
R
ip
ip
⎛
⎞
⎪
⎪
( − 1) + 2 ⎜ r ⎟
−⎜
+ 1⎟ ⎜ r ⎟
⎪⎪
⎪⎪
2
⎝ 2
⎠⎝ Rm ⎠
⎝ Rm ⎠
⎨
⎬
ip
⎪ μ r − 1 ⎡ ⎛ R r ⎞ ⎤ μ r − 1 ⎡ R m ip
R r ip ⎤ ⎪
)
⎥
(
)
(
⎢
−
−
1
−
⎜
⎟
⎪ μ
R m ⎥⎦ ⎪⎪
μ r ⎢⎣ R s
⎢⎣ ⎝ R s ⎠ ⎥⎦
r
⎪⎩
⎭

5.1
1 Comparingg the Results of the Analyttical Method
an
nd Finite Elem
ment Method
In this sectioon the results for the air-gap
p flux densityy
and
d cogging torrque obtainedd by the analy
ytical methodd
and
d finite elemeent method aree compared. The
T results off
botth methods aree shown in Figgs. 8 and 9, reespectively.
From Fig. 8,, it can be seeen that the am
mplitude of thee
airg
gap flux dennsity, obtaineed from FEM
M, is slightlyy
greeater than that of the analytiical method.

(
(22)

where a is thhe position anngle of the rotor, Wairgap is the
magnetic eneergy in the airr-gap, θ, is thee angle along the
inside circum
mference of the
t stator, G((θ) is the air--gap
relative perm
meance, and B(θ,a) is the
t
air-gap flux
f
density. The air-gap relativve permeance is as follows [9]:
[
⎧1 θ ∈[ −π / Q, −b0 / 2] ∪[b0 / 2, π / Q]
⎪
hm
⎪
g φ
+ gC
⎪⎪
μr
G(θ ) = ⎨
⎪ hpm + [ g − R + (R + π Rs )cos( b0 − θ )]]C
s
s
φ
⎪ μr
2
2
⎪
θ ∈[ −b0 / 2, b0 / 2]
⎪⎩

(
(23)
Fig
g. 8 Comparisoon of the air-ggap flux densitty for the twoo
mentioned methodds.
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Fig. 9 Compaarison of the cogging torque obbtained by the two
mentioned metthods.

(a)

s
the difference
d
of cogging torrque
Fig. 9 shows
between the results from the analyticall method and the
b
curves are
a approximately
FEM. It can be seen that both
b
close to eachh other. The difference beeing seen in both
Figs. 8 and 9,
9 can be expreessed by neglecting the eneergy
variations inn both magnnets and corre, ignoring the
tangential coomponent of the flux dennsity and finally
considering an
a inappropriaate model forr the flux leakkage
and slot efffects. The analytical
a
meethod results an
acceptable prrediction for the
t cogging toorque and cann be
used for senssevity analysiis and optimizzation of coggging
torque effectiive parameters.

5.2 Sensitiivity Analysiss of Effective Parameters on
o
Coggin
ng Torque
In this section the efffects of peakk cogging torrque
versus hm, apmm, g are investtigated. In Fig.. 10, the variattion
of the peak cogging
c
torquee with respectts to apm is shoown
in part (a). Part (b) is assigned to illlustrate the peak
p
meter and peak
p
cogging torrque versus air-gap diam
cogging torquue versus maggnet thicknesss are illustratedd in
part (c).
fied by increassing
The magnnetic flux dennsity is amplifi
the magnets height whicch consequenttly increases the
cogging torqque. On the other hand, by reducing the
magnets heigght too muchh, the flux deensity drops and
arises probleems like reduucing the Baack-EMF volttage
amplitude. Thus,
T
a tradde-off shouldd be consideered
meanwhile chhoosing this parameter.
p
One of thhe outcomes in airgap diam
meter reductionn in
the machine is the increasse of total effficiency and vise
v
versa. But it has drawbackks like cogginng torque growth
and mechannical limitatioons. Thus aggain a trade-off
should be connsidered as weell.
Due to thhe effects of mentioned paarameters on the
cogging torqque, a new set
s of param
meters have been
b
chosen to reedesign the generator.
g
This parameters are
shown in Tabble 4.
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(bb)

(c)
Fig
g. 10 The effecct of some impoortant parameteers on the peakk
cog
gging torque. (a)
( The peak cogging torquee sensitivity too
polle-arc to pole--pitch ratio, (bb) The peak cogging
c
torquee
sen
nsitivity to air--gap length, (cc) The peak cogging
c
torquee
sen
nsitivity to thickkness of the maagnet.
Table 4 Impropveed design param
meters.
Param
meters
ap (rad))
m)
hpm (mm
g (mm))

Iniitial
0..75
330
55.5

Impro
oved
0.8
8
25
5
6.5
5
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[3]]

[4]]

[5]]

[6]]

Fig. 11 Com
mparison of thee cogging torqques, the resultt of
changing of paarameters in a proper
p
manner.

minary desing, the
As shownn in Fig. 11, in the prelim
amplitude off cogging torquue was nearlyy 6100 Nm andd in
the new improved design,, this value is reduced to 2000
Nm which is about 67% reeduction.

6 Conclusiion
In this paaper, the prinnciple relationns to describe the
behavior of a wind turbbine are discuussed. Then, the
torque-speedd curves of a practical wind turbine andd an
exemplary cuurve for the generator weree intercepted. The
T
interception was in the practical pow
wer transmisssion
M
intervals. Ann optimum loaading point too design a 2 MW
permanent-m
magnet synchronous generrator is chossen.
Throughout the stage off designing, some importtant
parameters such as main dimennsions, maggnet
c
losses are
dimensions, winding faactor and core
discussed. Thhe torque verssus load-anglee of the generaator
is obtained by
b two methods. An anallytical methodd is
used to calcculate the coggging torque. The results are
compared byy that of thee finite elem
ment method, are
approximatelly alike. Finally,
F
channges in soome
parameters arre studied. Thhe sensitivity of
o cogging torrque
to these param
meters is illusstrated. By connsidering the new
n
values for soome of the paarameters, thee cogging torrque
amplitude is also effectivelly reduced.
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